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MCC Hockey JUNIOR SECTION Player Selection Policy
Version 20 April 2017
This is a new document and is subject to on-going committee review and therefore subject to minor changes

PREAMBLE
The MCC Hockey Section has a strong commitment to junior sport, in particular it actively encourages
participation by girls and boys in an all-inclusive environment. Playing junior hockey provides children with
many opportunities such as:

· Having fun and making new friends
· Learning the value of sportsmanship
· Developing basic skills and learning the rules of the game
· Improving physical fitness
· Developing an appreciation of teamwork and team spirit
· Introducing children to competitive sport
· Long term membership of the club
· Participation, teamwork, fairness and enjoyment.

The Section’s primary aims and concerns with conducting junior competitions include that:
· All children should be given an equal opportunity to participate
· The club shall develop the skills and game conduct of the children and will provide opportunities to

allow them to participate in hockey to the best of their ability
· The club shall develop players that will have a life-long love of the sport and who will be able to

successfully progress to play senior hockey
· We will cater for children across all age levels and will organise ourselves to successfully field teams

as entered each year.

CONDUCT OF PLAYERS AND PARENTS
All MCC players, coaches, managers, officials, parents/carers and spectators must abide by all relevant MCC
Hockey policies and the Hockey Victoria Codes of Conduct for players, team officials and spectators
(published on their website: www.hockeyvictoria.org.au). MCC Hockey Section members and their families
should demonstrate exceptional levels of behaviour, to accept all umpire, coach and official decisions and
to play each match in the true spirit of the game.

All MCC players, coaches, managers and parents/carers must abide by the Selection policy.

In particular parents/carers must act in a respectful way when approaching any coach, manager or member
of the junior subcommittee to discuss the selection and playing performance of their children. Children
may be suspended from competition where the Junior Subcommittee holds that a player or parent is in
breach of the club and/or Hockey Victoria codes of conduct including as a result of inappropriate behaviour
towards the coaches.

NOTE Junior players participating in senior competitions should refer to the relevant senior selection
policy for selection in those teams
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SELECTION PROCESS
The Selection Policy is intended to balance the needs of hockey players of all abilities and the needs of the
club fielding multiple teams in multiple grades. The policy should be applied equally and fairly to all players.

The selection process is a matter of judgement, involving a number of considerations. In a team sport such
as hockey, selections usually involve the balance of teams and not just factors about one player.

We ask that all players and parents/carers understand that the responsibility for selection falls to
volunteers giving their time to administer and coach junior hockey at the club.

In age groups where we have teams in A or Pennant Grades a selection process will be carried out. The
selectors may also take into account factors other than player performance including their:

o commitment to the team
o commitment to the club (for example whether the player will perform ball person duties if

required by a grade).

The aim of the selection process is to match those players to the team which best suits the players’ abilities
but also allows the club to field balanced sides, with equal numbers between the teams where possible
(the preferred number of players in any team is ideally 12-14).

Team selection for all grades will be held initially during pre-season training. All players will train within
their respective age groups as a squad during pre-season while the selection process is underway. Players
unavailable for training during this period should ask the coaches to consider their previous performances
in a request for selection. In addition to performance at training, coaches will also consider prior season
performance and achievement.

To constantly improve the selection process it is important that communication between Coaches, Team
Managers, Age Level Coordinators and the Head Junior Coach be consistently maintained.

All squads and teams are subject to change during the season, due to factors such as rapid
improvement/development, injuries and unavailability and opportunities for players to try playing in
different positions.

All player promotion/demotion decisions will only be communicated with the players involved following
discussion of all coaches in the age group and the age group coordinator. It is the responsibility of the
coach of the team from which the player was in to explain to the player the reasons for the move.

Players that have been moved will be given feedback by their new coach as to their performance and any
subsequent changes will based on the merits of their performance.

When a team is short of players, replacements must be drawn firstly from the lower teams in the same age
group. This may leave the lowest team in the age group short and, in this case, replacements may be drawn
from the immediately lower age group. In practice, other factors such as fixtures and venues may impact
on this policy.  In all cases it will be the sole responsibility and discretion of the Head Junior Coach and team
coaches to determine which players play up and these decisions will be conducted in line with this
policy.  Team Managers must then liaise with the Age Group Coordinators in organizing replacement
players once nominated by the coaches.
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PLAYING IN HIGHER AGE GROUPS

Our policy is for players to play in their own age group.

However, occasionally EXCEPTIONAL circumstances may make it more appropriate for a player to play out
of their age group.

o Such a decision would be made by the consent of the coaching group of both age groups after
discussion with the player and parents/carers and with approval by the Head Junior Coach.

o A player may be allowed to play games in a higher age group in two circumstances:
§ On a temporary basis (limitations apply - typically up to 4 games a season) to help

balance teams – however the player may also be required to play in their normal team
in that week subject to the number of players available

§ On a whole season basis or for a part of the season longer than 4 games. However this
would be very unusual and is generally not supported by the club.

The extent that a player can play up a grade on a temporary basis must be carefully managed to avoid later
issues with filling teams for regular season and finals games under anti-stacking and double-up rules.

Relevant factors to consider when deciding as to whether a player can play in a higher grade include:
o Hockey skills
o Physical readiness
o Communication skills
o Understanding positional play
o Able to play in multiple positions
o Capacity to improve
o Playing form at training and games Fitness
o Safety and welfare of the player
o Commitment
o Attitude
o Composition of the relevant teams and impact on both the higher and lower age group teams,

including in relation to:
§ numbers
§ skill level
§ gender balance
§ tactical and strategic consideration

For other teams, players will be allocated on the basis of comparable team ability, team balance, position
played etc. Friendships and car-pooling will be taken into account, where possible, if the year level
coordinator is advised prior to the date for the initial selection (usually the final training session prior to
start of the season).

Initial team selection does not affect a player’s chances of being moved throughout the season.

ELIGIBILITY FOR SELECTORS
Where a formal pre-season selection procedure is used for any grade the following guidelines shall apply:

· A person should not be a selector if they are ‘related’ to a player or players that are trialing unless
they are a Coach of the Junior Section.

· One of the selectors should be assigned the role as Head Selector.
· The club should aspire to have selectors who have good selecting experience and skill.
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A person must not be a Selector if, in the opinion of the subcommittee, there may be the perception of bias
towards a player or players.

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
While acknowledging that selection decisions can be disappointing for some players, we encourage all
players and parents/carers to consider the valuable development and playing opportunities that can come
from playing in a lower grade.  A player who is on the borderline of selection in the higher grade can be
well placed to make the most of being a leader and key position player in the lower graded team.

If a player believes that they have not been treated fairly or objectively in the selection process, that player
and/or parent should discuss their concerns with the team coach or the Head Junior Coach, who will
undertake to give honest and open feedback. It is expected that players and parents/carers will accept the
feedback in the openness in which it is given. If a player/parent believes they have not been treated fairly in
the selection process they have recourse via a selection review process detailed below:

Step 1 – Discuss selection with coach
· A player should discuss with their coach what actions the player needs to undertake to gain

promotion or avoid demotion. That discussion should have specific and measurable targets. All
coaches will give honest feedback on selection decisions.

· Players who wish to be selected in a higher grade should be aware they need to accept the
feedback in the openness it is given.

· Players should also be aware that selection not only depends on their performance, but also on the
availability of positions within a team.

Step 2 – Discuss selection with Age Group Coordinator/Head Junior Coach
· If a player has had a discussion with their coach but has not been satisfied with the outcome of that

discussion, then that player may discuss the situation with the Age Group Coordinator/Head Junior
Coach.

· The coordinator/Head Junior Coach will review the situation and discuss the issue with the player
and coach.

Step 3 – Discuss selection with MCC Hockey Junior Sub-committee Chairperson (or authorised delegate)
· If a player has had a discussion with their coach and the coordinator/Head Junior Coach but has still

not been satisfied with the outcome of those discussions, then that player may discuss the
situation with the Chairperson (or a delegated representative) of the MCC Hockey Junior Sub-
committee.

· The committee representative will review the situation and discuss the issue with the player, coach
, Head Junior Coach and other committee members as appropriate.

WHAT WE ASK OF PARENTS/CARERS
· Ensure that your child’s fees are paid on time or that a payment plan is agreed with our Club

Treasurer before the start of any competition (winter, summer or indoor)
· Assist the coach where possible at training and games where asked
· Encourage your child and their team
· Respect the coach’s selection decisions
· Get involved.

Who is affected by this policy
This policy applies to all administrators, officials, coaches, players and volunteers of the Junior Section of the
MCC Hockey Section. This policy is valid for all age groups and all teams within each age group. It will be
reviewed on at least an annual basis.
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Additional information

CENTRAL FLAMES ZONE
FAIR GO POLICY

All Central Zone players can expect:
1. To be given fair match play time for all matches that they compete in

during the Junior State Championships;
2. To start in at least 3 (2?) matches played during the Junior State

Championships;
3. To receive quality, not quantity training at Central Zone training

sessions;
4. To play in more than one position during both practice matches and

Junior State Championship matches (field players).  Positions played
may or may not be a position of a player’s choice.  To enable all
players to develop their hockey capabilities coaches may play players
in positions that they may not normally play in with their club teams.
The opportunity to play in several positions enables the principles of
team play and also provides a player with personal hockey
development.  Player co-operation in playing in several positions
during practices and the tournament assists the coaches in ensuring
that everyone has a fair go.

Central Flames coaches are to endeavour to work match rotations so that all
players are rested as equally as possible and so that all players receive match
time of a similar length.


